**Energy Minister: “exciting opportunity for the gas industry”**

“As we reckon with our global confrontation with climate change, it is clear the old ways of running our economy and paying our way in the world will need to change.”

[Read More](#)

**Decarbonising UK energy usage: how feasible is it?**

Deployment of domestic hydrogen appliances could help decarbonise UK energy usage. But how feasible is it?

[Read More](#)

**GasNZ Forum: challenges and opportunities for gas in 2020**

Over the next two Gasline issues, we’ll summarise a collection of the GasNZ Forum speakers’ presentations, which tried answering the sector’s biggest questions about its future.

[Read More](#)

**GasNZ Forum: achieving a green, affordable energy future**

Over the next two Gasline issues, we’ll summarise a collection of the GasNZ Forum speakers’ presentations, which tried answering the sector’s biggest questions about its future.

[Read More](#)

**GasNZ Forum: the role gas will have after 2030**

Over the next two Gasline issues, we’ll summarise a collection of the GasNZ Forum speakers’ presentations, which tried answering the sector’s biggest questions about its future.

[Read More](#)
of the GasNZ Forum speakers’ presentations, which tried answering the sector’s biggest questions about its future.

STORY IDEAS?

We are always looking for stories from both the natural gas and LPG worlds, as well as the wider gas community.

If you have any story ideas for Gasline please email Daniel.